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1102-258 Lisgar St.,
OttSl<a. K2P OC9

Hr. Don Newman
President
Parliamentary Press Gallery
c/o CBe TV News
8th fl - 150 1'ellington
Ottawa

2 November 1987

Dear Don,

I appreciate your comment that sometimes it takes media attention to
get government to deal with an issue, but I cannot accept toot a
cabinet minister's staff would refer me to the media instead of
dealing 'vith a concern, or as a pre-condition for dealing with a
concern.

I OOve had great difficulty in getting P'll"liamentary bureaus to
cover the story of Hhat has been done to the environmentally
sensitive by Health and Ivelfare, and I'd appreciate an opportunity
to discuss this with you sometime, but I obviously cannot hold
journalists responsible for lack of action by the government.

As a result of bigotry in society fostered by irresponsible
statements from Health and I{elfare:

-families have broken up, when one spouse OOs decided the other
didn't have a legitimate health complaint, but was just 'neurotic',
on the basis of advice from Health and Welfare,

-professionals have had their careers ruined by being labelled the
same way,

-people have had to leave their jobs when their employers, checJdng
with I!l'lC, '1ere advised the condition was not recognized, and that
they should not bother giving these neurotic employees 'reasonable
accommodation' in the workplace,

-one middle-aged woman, in a small town of eastern Ontario, was often
spit on on the street, by people ,who knew Health and \'Ielfare had
labelled people ,vith the problem as being, simply, crazy,

-people have committed suicide.

Hr. Epp has repeatedly ''lI'itten that he is 'sensitive to the
concerns of the environmentally sensitive', while his staff is
telling others, privately, on the phone, that Health and \Telfare
'does not recognize' the condition.

CoUld I expect that t.'le Gallery executive would 'iI'ite me, simply
agreeing that it is innappropriate for 11inister's to reguire that
media to take on concerns before they do?

Thank you,

DUPLlCATt.
Chris Brown - (613) 237 0928
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